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BY

MAURICE AUSLANDER AND DAVID A. BUCHSBAUM

Introduction. Throughout this paper it is assumed that all rings are com-

mutative, noetherian rings with unit element and all modules are unitary.

The major purpose of this paper is to extend to arbitrary noetherian rings the

homological invariants which were introduced in [2] for local rings.

In §1 we study the codimension of modules, and prove, in particular, that

if P is any finitely generated P-module, then

coding P = sup codim^ Pm
m

where m runs through all maximal ideals of P, Pm is the local ring of quotients

of P with respect to m, and Pm = Pm®ijP. We also show that the result which

we obtained in [2],

codim R = sup hd« P
E

where E runs through all finitely generated P-modules of finite homological

dimension, holds when P is any noetherian ring.

Another result obtained in this section is that if P[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] =5 is

the ring of formal power series over P, then

coding S = n + codim« P,

gl. dim S = n + gl. dim P.

In §2 we introduce the weak homological dimension of an P-module E

(w. hdflP). It is defined as the smallest integer n (or +<*>) such that

Tor^f (P, C) =0 for all p>n, and all P-modules C. The finitistic weak global

dimension of P is defined by

f.w. gl. dim P = sup w. lids P
B

where E runs over all modules of finite weak homological dimension. We

then show that

f.w. gl. dim P = sup codim«   P„ S dim P
P
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where p runs through all prime ideals in R. For polynomial rings R[x] over

R, we obtain the equalities

f.w. gl. dim R[x] = codimfi^j R[x] = 1 + f.w. gl. dim R.

An example is given to show that codim^] R[x] can be arbitrarily larger

than codimB R.

§3 deals with the question of unique factorization in local rings. It has

been communicated to the authors that some of the results we establish in

this section have been proven (but not yet published) by Mori. However,

the methods used in our proofs are homological and, we feel, are of sufficient

interest to be included in this paper.

The main result of the section is that a local integral domain R is a unique

factorization domain if and only if hd« R/(x, y) ^2 for every pair of elements

x, y£E. From this it follows that R is a unique factorization domain if its

completion, R, is. We thereby conclude that every nonramified regular local

ring is a unique factorization domain.

The terminology used throughout is the same as that used in [2]. The

notation used is standard except for the following situation:

If 5 is a multiplicatively closed subset of the ring R, not containing zero,

and E is an i?-module, we denote by Es the Es-module Rs<E>rE. However, if

S = R — p, where p is a prime, we write Tip instead of Es.

1. Codimension. Throughout this section we assume that all modules are

finitely generated.

An element x in the ring R is said to be a zero divisor for the 7?-module

E if there is a nonzero element e in E such that xe = 0. A finite sequence

Xi, • • • , x, of elements in R is called an F-sequence if x,- is not a zero divisor

for the module E/(xx, • • • , Xj_i)£ and E/(xx, • ■ • , xj)E^0. Given an ideal

f in R, an F-sequence is said to be a maximal E-sequence in f if f contains

(xi, • ■ • , xs) and given any y in f, the sequence Xi, • ■ • , xs, y is not an E-

sequence. It is clear that if xi, • • • , x, is an F-sequence then (xi, • ■ ■ , xi)

^ (xi, ■ ■ • , Xj+i) for any i. Since R is a noetherian ring, it follows that each

F-sequence in f can be imbedded in a maximal E-sequence in f of finite length.

If Xi, • • • , x, is a maximal F-sequence in t = R, we shall simply say that

Xi, • • • , x, is a maximal E-sequence. The least upper bound of lengths of

£-sequences (finite or + co) is called the codimension of E (notation:

codimfl E).

Lemma 1.1. Let E be an R-module and p a prime ideal containing the an-

nihilator of E. If X\, • • • , x, is an E-sequence contained in p, then p contains the

annihilator of E/(xi, • • • , xs)E.

Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on 5. If 5 = 0, there is nothing to

prove. Suppose lemma true for s = «^0 and let s = n + l. By the induction

hypothesis p contains f, the annihilator of E/(xx, • ■■ , xn)E. Thus p contains
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some prime deal p' belonging to f. Since xn+i in p is not a zero-divisor for

E/(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn)E, it follows from [2, 1.2] that p contains a prime ideal be-

longing to the annihilator of E/(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn+x)E. Therefore p contains the

annihilator of E/(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn+i)P.

Proposition 1.2. Let E be an R-module, m a maximal ideal in R containing

the annihilator of E, and xx, • • • , x, an E-sequence contained in m. Then the

following statements are equivalent:

(a) Xi, • • - , x. is a maximal E-sequence in m.

(b) m belongs to (0) in E/(xi, • • • , xs)P.

(c) The sequence xx, • ■ • , x„, considered as elements in Rm, is a maximal

Em-sequence.

(d) codimRm Em = s.

Proof. (a)=*(b). Suppose m does not belong to (0) in E/(xx, ■ • • , x,)E.

Since m is a maximal ideal in P, we have that m is not contained in any prime

ideal belonging to (0) in P/(xi, • ■ • , x„)P. Thus there is a y in m which is

not a zero-divisor for P/(xi, • • • , x„)P. Since m contains Xi, ■ ■ ■ , x„ and the

annihilator of E, it follows from 1.1 that m contains the annihilator of

E/(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xs)E. Consequently, m contains a prime ideal p belonging to (0)

in E/(xx, • • ■ , x,)E. Therefore m contains (p, y) and thus by [2, 1.2] we

have that E/(xx, ■ ■ ■ , xs, y)E^0. This contradicts the maximal nature of

Xj) ,    OCg,

(b)=>(c). From the exact sequence of P-modules

0 —» E/(xi, • ■ • , x,_i)P —> E/(xi, • • ■ , Xi-i)E -* E/(xi, ■ • • , x,)E —> 0

we deduce the exact sequence of Pm-modules

g
0—» Pm/(Xi,  •  •   • , X,-_i)Pm —» Pm/(Xi,  ■  •  • , Xi-i)Em —» Pm/(xi,  •   •   • , Xt)Em —» 0

where / is multiplication by Xi and g is multiplication by the image of x,- in

Pm which we shall denote also by xt. Thus x,- is not a zero-divisor for

Pm/(xi, • • • , x,_i)Pm. Since m belongs to (0) in E/(xx, • ■ ■ , x8)E, we have

by the general theory of noetherian modules [see2,1.1 ] that Pm/(xi, • • • ,xs)Pm

5^0 and that the maximal ideal mPm of the local ring Pm belongs to (0) in

Pm/(xi, • • • , x,)Pm. It follows therefore that xx, ■ ■ • , x, in Rm is a maximal

Pm-sequence.

(c)=>(d). This follows immediately from the fact that in a local ring all

maximal sequences for a module have the same length [see 2, 3.4].

(d)=>(a). Suppose xu ■ ■ ■ , xs is not a maximal P-sequence in m. Then

there is an P-sequence Xi, • • • , x„ xs+i, • • ■ , x„ which is a maximal P-

sequence in m. Applying the implication (a)=>(d) we have codimBm Pm

= n>s, which is a contradiction.
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Proposition 1.3. Let E be an R-module and let the ideal I in R be the

annihilator of E. If xx, • • • , x„ in R is an E-sequence, then the ideal

(t, Xi, • ■ ■ , xj)^R.

Proof. Suppose (f, Xi, • • • , xj)=R. Then there exist x in t and y in

(xi, • • • , xj) such that x+y = l. Therefore ye = e for all e in E which means

that E/(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xs)E = 0. This contradicts the fact that Xi, • • • , x, is an

F-sequence.

Theorem 1.4. Let E be an R-module. Then

codima E = sup codimam Em
m

where m runs through all maximal ideals in R.

Proof. Let m be a maximal ideal in R. If m does not contain the annihilator

of E, then £m = 0 and thus codim« E^codimRm Em. It m does contain the

annihilator of E, then by 1.2 we have that all maximal F-sequences in m

have the same length, namely codimftm Em. Thus we have

codim# E ^ supm codimftm £m.

Suppose Xi, • • • , x8 in R is a maximal F-sequence. Then by 1.3 we know

there is a maximal ideal m containing Xi, • • • , x., and the annihilator of E.

Since Xi, • • ■ , x, is a maximal F-sequence it is maximal in m. We then have

by 1.2 that codimflm Em = s. Therefore we have codimffl £gsupm codim«m Em.

Corollary 1.5. Let E be an R-module. Then

codimR E ^ dim R.

By [2,1.3] we know that codimBmFm ^dim Rm^ dim R.Therefore it follows

from 1.4 that codim^ F^dim R.

Theorem 1.6. For a ring R we have

(a) codimR R^dim R,

(h) codimR F = supm codimRm Rm,

(c)  codimR R = supE hd,R E,

where m runs through all maximal ideals in R and E runs through all finitely

generated R-modules such that hdR E < =o.

Proof. The first two relations are obtained by substituting R for E in 1.5

and 1.4 respectively.

Suppose E is an F-module such that hd# E< oo. Then we have by [3,

VII, Exer. 11 ] that hd« F = supm hdRm Em, where m runs through all maximal

ideals in R. Since for each m we have that Rm is a local ring and hdflm Em < °° ,

it follows from [2, 1.7] that hdfim Fm^codim Rm for all m. From this we con-

clude   that   hdij F^sup,,, codimflm Fm = codim R.   On   the   other   hand   if
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Xi, • • • , x, is an P-sequence, then hdsR/(xi, • • • , x,)=s (see  [3, VIII,

4.2]). Thus the last equality is established.

Corollary 1.7. 7/g/. dim P< <», then

codims R = gl. dim R = dim R.

By [l, Theorem l] we know that gl. dim P = sup# hd« E where E runs

through all finitely generated P-modules. It follows therefore from 1.6 that

codimB P = gl. dim P. The second equality was proven in [2, 4.7].

Proposition 1.8. Let S be the factor ring R/t, where f is an ideal in P. Sup-

pose that hdg S < co and that E is an S-module such that hds E < =0. Then we

have

hds E S hdRE < co

and thus

codims S S codimu R.

If we assume in addition that rank f >0, then we have

hds E < hdR E < co

and thusm

codims S < codimR R.

Proof. By [3, VII, Exercise 11 ] we know that there is a maximal prime

ideal m' in S such that hds P = hdSm' Pm'. Let m be the preimage of m' in P

under the natural homomorphism R-+S. Clearly Sm>=Sm and Pm'=Pm. By

[2, 1.5] we know that hd« 5^hdi?m5m and therefore that hdi?m Sm< x ■

Applying [2, 3.8] we have

hdffm P„, = hdtfm Sm + hdSm Em.

Therefore we have

(*) hd„ P ^ hd«m Pm = hd«m5m + hd,s P.

Since hdflm 5m^0 we have the first inequality. The second inequality follows

immediately from 1.6. By [2, 3.9] we know that if rank f >0, then f contains

at least one nonzero divisor. Consequently we know that km?^0 ([see 3, VII,

Exercise 9]). Since Rm is a local ring and Sm = Rm/km, we have that hd/?m Sm

>0. The third and fourth inequalities now follow immediately from (*).

(2) We have recently shown that if E is an .R-module which has a finite resolution and if f,

the annihilator of E, is not zero, then f contains a nonzero divisor. Thus, in this proposition,

if S has a free finite ^-resolution (e.g. if R is a local ring), and f ^0, then it follows that rank

f >0. (It should be observed that in [l, Appendix] one has to assume that f has a finite free

resolution.)
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Proposition 1.9. Let S be the factor ring R/t of R. Suppose that hdR S< <x>

and that E is an S-module such that hds E < °o. Then we have

hdR E ^ hdBS + hdsE ^ 2hdB E.

Proof. The first inequality is given us by [3, XVI, Exercise 5]. We know

that there are maximal ideals m and m' in R such that hds £ = hds(m/() E(jn/()

and hdjj S = hdRm' 5m'. Since hds^m,/S)Em'/t)< °° and hdflm 5m< », we have

by [2, 3.8] that

hd^m Fm = hdi?m Sm + hds(m/()F(m/f),

hd,rem, Fm' = hdam, Sm- + hds(m,/r) £(m'/f).

But hdB F^sup(hdiem Fm, hd/?m' Em'), from which it follows that 2 hds E

^hdRS+hdsE.

We now give an example which shows that the right hand inequality in

1.9 can be an equality. Let R = R'+R' (direct product) where R' is a regular

local ring of dimension «>0, with maximal ideal m. Let S = R'/m+R' and

E = R'/m+R'/m. Then hdB E = sup(hdB' R'/m, hdfi, R'/m)=n. On the other
hand hd« S = n and hds E = n. Thus 2 hd« E = hdB 5+hds E.

Combining 1.6 and 1.9 we have

Proposition 1.10. Let S be a factor ring of R such that hdR S< ». Then

2 codimR R 5; hdR S + codims S.

Proposition 1.11. Let E be an R-module. If xx, • • ■ , xs is an E-sequence,

then

codimR E ^ s + codimR/(Z1,.. .,x,)E/(xh ■ • ■ , xj)E.

If Xi, ■ ■ • , xs is in the radical of R, then the above inequality becomes an

equality.

Proof. Let /: F—>i?/(xi, • ■ • , xj) be the natural homomorphism. The

inequality follows immediately from the observation that if/(yi), • • • ,f(yj)

is an E/(xi, • • • , x.)E-sequence, then Xi, • • • , x8, yi, • • • , yt is an E-

sequence.

Let yi, ■ • • , y, be a maximal E-sequence in R. By 1.3 we know that there

is a maximal ideal m in R containing (f, yx, ■ • • , yj) where f is the annihilator

of £. Since the sequence xx, • • ■ , x, is contained in the radical of R, it is con-

tained in m. By 1.2 we know that all maximal E-sequences contained in m

have the same length. Therefore there exist zx, ■ ■ ■ , zt-s in m such that

Xi, • • • , x„, zi, ■ ■ ■ , zt-s is a maximal E-sequence contained in m. Then

f(zj), • • • , f(zt-j) is a maximal £/(xi, • • • , x„)E-sequence contained in the

maximal ideal/(m). Therefore we have the reverse inequality which gives us

the desired equality.
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Theorem 1.12. 7/P[[Xi, • • • , X„]] is the ring of formal power series in

the n-variables X,-, then

codimB[iXl,...,xn]] P[[Xi, • • • , Xn]] = n + codimR R,

gl. dim P[[Xi, • • • , X„]] = n + gl. dim P.

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for the case » = 1. It is well known

that the ideal (X) in P[[X]] is in the radical of P[[X]]. It is also clear that

X is an P[[X]]-sequence. Since P[[X]]/(X) =P, the first equality fol-

lows immediately from 1.11.

It follows from [3, II, Exer. 2] that P[[X]] is a flat P-module, i.e.

Tor*(P[[X]], C) =0 for all p>0 and all P-modules C. Also P[[X]] contains

P as a direct summand. Thus we have that hdij P = hdjj[[xn P[[X]]<g>KP for

all P-modules P. Therefore if gl. dim P = co, then gl. dim P [ [X] ] = co.

Assume gl. dim P is finite. Let/: P[[X]]—>P be the ring epimorphism

/(Si=o #>X') =a0. Since X is in the Jacobson radical of P[[X]], all the

maximal ideals in P[[X]] contain X. Therefore there is a one-one cor-

respondence between the maximal ideals in P[[X]] and those in P given by

m—>/(m). Given a maximal ideal tn in P[[X]], the map / induces a ring

epimorphism/m: P[[X]]m—>P/(m). Since Ker/m=(X), we have hdie[[x-)]mP/(m)

= 1. Also the fact that gl. dim P S: gl. dim P/(m) [2, 1.6], means that

gl. dim P/(m) < co. Combining this information with [2, 3.8] gives us that

gl. dim P[[X]]m=l+gl. dim P/(m).  Since

gl. dim P[[X]] = supm gl. dim P[[X]]m and gl. dim P = sup/(m) gl. dim P/(m)

where m runs through all maximal ideals in P[[X]], we conclude that

gl. dimP[[X]] = l+gl. dim P.
2. Finitistic homological dimension. The modules considered in this sec-

tion need not be finitely generated.

We define the weak homological dimension of the P-module E as follows:

— 1 S w. hds P S °°

where w. hd« P<« if and only if Tor^(P, C) =0, for all P-modules C. If E

is finitely generated, then w. hdR E = hdR E [3, VI, Exercise 3]. It follows

easily from [3, V, Exercise 9] that if w. hdR E = n, then Tor*(P, R/i) ^0

for some ideal t in P.

Lemma 2.1. Let E be an R-module and S a multiplicatively closed subset of

R not containing 0 such that E is uniquely divisible by every element in S. Then

the natural homomorphism E—>Es is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since P is uniquely divisible by every element in S, Ker (E-*ES),

which consists of all e in E such that se = 0 for some s in S, is zero. Let e/s

be in Es. Since E is divisible by 5 in S, there is an e' such that se' = e. There-
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fore e' considered as an element in Es is equal to e/s. Thus E—>ES is an epi-

morphism and consequently an isomorphism.

Proposition 2.2. Suppose Eisa nontrivial R-module with w. hdR E = n< <*>.

Let I be a maximal ideal in R such that Tor\ (E, R/t) f^O. Then

(a) t is a prime ideal in R.

(b) If t is a maximal ideal in R, then w. dimR E^codimR R.

(c) Tor^ (£> 7^/f) is uniquely divisible by all elements not in f.

(d) Tori (E, R/t) = Toft (Et, (R/f)t).
(e) w. dimR E = w. dimRt Et^codimRt Rt.

Proof, (a) Suppose t is not a prime ideal. Let x be an element not in f which

is a zero-divisor for R/t. From the exact sequence

0 -» (f, x)/t -» R/t -» R/(t, x)~^0

we deduce the exact sequence

0 -> Tor! (£, (f, x)/l) -> Tor! (£, R/t) -* Tor! (£, R/(t, x)).

Since (t, x) properly contains t, we have that Tor" (£, R/(t, x)) =0. On the

other hand (i, x)/t~R/t' where F properly contains f, which means that

Tor" (E, (i, x)/t) =0. Therefore Tor* (E, R/t) =0, which is a contradiction.

(b) Let Xi, • • • , xs he a maximal F-sequence in t and let V = (xx, • ■ ■ ,xj).

If t = t', then we have that M^hdij R/t' = s tkcodimR R. Suppose f's^f. Since

by 1.2 t belongs to V, we know there is an ideal t" in R (t" = f: t) which

properly contains V and such that ff" is contained in V. From the exact

sequence

0 -> t"/f -> R/t' -» F/f" -> 0

we deduce the exact sequence

0 -» Tor* (£, t"/t) -> Tor* (£, F/f).

Since f(f"/f')=0, the module E"/f is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of

R/t. Thus we have that Tor? (£, t"/t') ^0 and consequently TorR (E, F/F)

5^0. Therefore we again have w^codimR R.

(c) Suppose x in £ is not in f. From the exact sequence

0 -> R/t ^ R/t -> R/(t, x)^0

where/ is multiplication by x, we deduce the exact sequence

0 -> Tor! (E, R/t) ■£• Tor* (£, R/t) -» Tor* (£, £/(f, x))

where g is multiplication by x. Since x is not in f, the ideal (t, x) properly

contains f and Tor" (E, E/(f, x)) =0. Thus g is an isomorphism which means
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that Tor„ (E, R/t) is uniquely divisible by x.

(d) It follows from (c) and 2.1 that Tor* (P, R/t) = (Tor* (P, P/f))f. By

[3, VII, Exercise 10] we have that (Tor* (P, P/f))r = Tor*t (Pr, (P/f)r).

(e) By [2, 1.6] we know that w. dimR E^w. dimRf Et. The fact that

w. dim^Pr^w. dimu E follows immediately from (d). Since (R/t)t = Rt/ft

and ft is the maximal ideal in Pr, it follows from (b) and (d) and what was

just established that w. dimflt Pr^codirnxj Pr.

We define the finitistic weak global dimension of P as follows:

0 S f.w. gl. dim P S °°

where f. w. gl. dim R<n if and only if any P-module E with w. lids E^zn has

w. hds E= co .

Proposition 2.3. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R not containing

zero. Then we have

f. iv. gl. dim R =5 /. w. gl. dim Rs ^ codimRs Rs.

Proof. Let P be an Ps-module. By [3, VII, Exercise 10] we know

w. hd/j Ps = w. hd«s Ps. But by 2.1 we know that ES = E. Therefore w. hd^ P

= w. hdfls P, which gives the first inequality. The second inequality follows

immediately from 1.6.

Theorem 2.4. For a ring R we have f. w. gl. dim R = supv codimRfl Pp

Sdim R where p runs through all prime ideals in R.

Proof. In order to establish the first relationship it suffices, in view of

2.3, to prove that f. w. gl. dim P^supp codim^ Pp where p runs through all

prime ideals in P. This is an immediate consequence of 2.2(e). The last in-

equality is well known.

Corollary 2.5. If dim P < =o, then there is a prime ideal p in R such that

codimR(i Pp = /. w. gl. dim Pp = /. w. gl. dim R.

Since dim P< co, there is a prime ideal p in P such that f. w. gl. dim P

= codimi?() Rv. On the other hand we have by 2.3 that

f. w. gl. dim P S: f. w. gl. dim Pp ^ coding Pp.

Therefore codim^ Pp = f. w. gl. dim Pp.

We now give an example which shows that f. w. gl. dim P can be arbi-

trarily greater than codims P. Let P' be a regular local ring such that dim P'

= w^4. Suppose the maximal ideal m in P' is generated by xi, • • ■ , x„. Let

R = R'/t where f=(xi)C\(x2, • • ■ , xn). Since P is a factor ring of a regular

local ring, it satisfies the saturated chain condition on prime ideals [2, 2.8]

and thus dim R = n — 1. Since Xi+x2 is not a zero-divisor for R/t and m be-

longs to (i, Xi+x2), we have that codim« P = 1. Let p in P be the prime ideal
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p'/f where p' = (xi, • • • , xn-i). Then £„= (E'/faOV/di) ls a regular local ring

of dimension n — 2. Therefore codimH() Rp = n — 2, which gives us the desired

example.

The following proposition is well known. However, for the sake of com-

pleteness we prove it.

Proposition 2.6. Let R be a local ring such that dim £2:2. Then R has an

infinite number of prime ideals of rank 1.

Proof. Suppose R has only a finite number of prime ideals of rank 1.

Then there are only a finite number of prime ideals of rank g 1. Let pi, • • • ,p„

be the prime ideals of rank gl. Since the maximal ideal m of £ has rank S;2,

we know that m is not contained in the union of the p;. Let x be in m but not

in any of the p,. Then by Krull's principal ideal theorem rank (x) gl. Thus

x is contained in some p,- which is a contradiction.

Lemma 2.7. Let E be a nontrivial finitely generated R-module, R an arbitrary

ring. Let xx, • • ■ , x„ be a sequence of elements in a prime ideal p. Then

Xi, • • • , x„ in E), is an E^-sequence if and only if p does not contain the prime

ideals pi,i, • • • , pi,hii) where the pi,,- are the prime ideals belonging to (0) in

£/(xi, • • • , x,_i)£ which contain Xj.

Proof. The proof follows by standard arguments on primary decomposi-

tion of ideals and modules and their extensions to rings of quotients.

Proposition 2.8. If 1 +codimR R^dim R, thenf. w. gl. dim R = codimR R.

If R is a local ring, then this sufficient condition is also necessary.

Proof. If codimB £= oo , then we have by 1.6(b) and 2.4 that f. w. gl. dim£

= oo and we are done. Suppose codimffi R = n< oo . Then dim £ < co and there

is a prime ideal p in £ such that codim^ Ep = f. w. gl. dim £. Thus we have

coding R g codim^ £„ g dim Ep g dim E g 1 + codimfl R.

Thus if codim^ £ < codim^ £„, then codimS() Ep = dim £„ = dim £

= 1 +codimje £. Since dim Ep = dim £, it follows that p must be a maximal

ideal in £. Applying 1.6 we have codim« £^codimSp E„. But codim^ £„

= 1 +codimfl £, which is a contradiction.

Suppose £ is a local ring and codim^ Eg dim £ — 2. Let Xi, • ■ • , x„ be

a maximal E-sequence in £. Since dim £/(xi, • • • , xj) =dim £ — codim^ £

^2, we have by 2.6 that there is a prime ideal p containing (xi, • • • , xj)

but which does not belong to (xi, • • • , xj). Then by 2.7, we know that

Xi, • • • , xe in £„ is an Ep-sequence. However this sequence is not maximal

since pEp does not belong to the ideal (xi, • • • , xj) in Ep. Thus we have

f. w. gl. dim £ ^ codimij,, £p > codimB £. Therefore if f. w. gl. dim £

= codimfl £, then l+codima E^dim £.
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Proposition 2.9. Let R be a local ring and p a prime ideal in P. If x is a

non-unit not in p, then there is a prime ideal p* such that p* contains p but not

x and dim P/p* = 1.

Proof. We proceed by induction on dim P/p. It is clear that dim P/p>0.

If dim P/p = 1 we are done. Suppose dim P/p = ^ + 1 where k^l. Since x is

not a unit nor in p, x+p is not a unit nor a zero-divisor in P/p. It follows

therefore that rank (x+p) =1. Since dim P/p^2, we know by 2.6 that there

are an infinite number of distinct ideals p; in P which contain p and such

that rank (p,/p) = 1. Therefore if x is in a p,-, the ideal pj/p belongs to (x+p).

Thus only a finite number of pi contain x. Let p' be a pi which does not con-

tain x. Since dim P/p'Sk, we know there is a p* containing p but not x

and such that dim P/p* = 1.

Theorem 2.10. Let Rbe a local ring. Thenf. w. gl. dim R = sup9 codimRv Pp,

where p runs through all prime ideals such that dim P/p S 1 ■

Proof. Let p be a prime ideal in P. Let xi/si, • ■ ■ , x„/s„ be an Pp-sequence

in Pp. Then Xi, • • • , x„ in Pp is an Pp-sequence. It follows from 2.7 that p

does not contain the prime ideals p;,i, • • ■ , p;,hd) where p,,i, ■ • • , pi,hd) are

the prime ideals belonging to (xi, • • • , Xi_i) which contain x,-. Let x,,; be in

p,-,j — p and let x = JJx,-,/. Then by 2.9 there is a prime ideal p* which contains

p but not x and such that dim P/p* = 1. Applying 2.7 we have that since p*

does not contain any of the pi,,-, the sequence Xi, • • • , x, is an Pp*-sequence

in Pp*. Thus we have codim^. Pp'Sicodim;?,, Pp. The desired equality follows

immediately from this observation and 2.4.

Theorem 2.11. For an arbitrary ring R we have f. w. gl. dim P[X]

= codimR(x) R[X] = 1 /. w. gl. dim P.

Proof. Let p be a prime ideal. Then by 2.7 there exists a sequence of ele-

ments xi, • • • , x„ in p such that Xi, ■ • • , x„ is a maximal Pp-sequence in Pp.

As in the proof of 2.10 there is an element 5 which is not in p but in each of

the prime ideals p».i, • • • , pi.hd) where pi,i, • • • , pi.hd) are the prime ideals

belonging to (xi, • ■ • , Xi_i) which contain Xi. Then by 2.7, Xi, • • • , x„ is an

Ps-sequence in Rs where S= {sn}. Hence we have codimBs Ps ^codim^ Pp.

Now Rs~R[X]/(sX — 1), and since sX — 1 is not a zero-divisor in P[X], we

have codimierx] P[X] ^l+codim«s Ps^ l+codimff)) Pp. Since this is true for

all prime ideals p in P, it follows that codimfl[x] P[X] ^ 1 +f. w. gl. dim P.

By [5, 6] we know that f. w. gl. dim P[X] = l+f. w. gl. dim P. Since

f. w. gl. dim P[X] ^codimB[.Y] P[X], we have

f. w. gl. dim P[X] S codimfi[x] P[X] ^ 1 + f. w. gl. dim P = f. w. gl. dim P[X].

Hence all the inequalities are equalities.

It should be noted that since given any m^O there is a local ring P such
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that f. w. gl. dim £ —codim« R = n (see example after 2.5), we have by 2.11

that given any »^1, there exist rings £ such that codim^*] £[X]— codimK £

= n. However while f. w. gl. dim £>codimfl E, we have f. w. gl. dim EfA']

= codimfl[x] £[X].

3. Unique factorization in local rings. We first prove a rather elementary

lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let R be an integral domain. Then the following conditions are

both necessary and sufficient for R to be a unique factorization domain:

(a) £ satisfies the ascending chain condition for principal ideals.

(b) The intersection of any two principal ideals in R is again a principal

ideal.

Proof. That these conditions are necessary is easy to see. Hence we will

prove sufficiency. If we show that every pair of elements has a greatest com-

mon divisor, the result will follow from [6, p. 119].

Let x, y£R. Then (x)F\(y) = (c), and c is the least common multiple of

x and y. Now let xy = dc. We show that d is the g. c. d. of x and y.

We have c = rx = sy. Hence xy = dc = drx = dsy. Thus y = dr, x = ds so d is a

common divisor. Let d' be a common divisor of x and y. Then x = r'd',

y = s'd'. Since r's'd' is a common multiple of x and y, we have that c divides

r's'd'. Also, since xy = (r's'd')d' =dc, we have d' divides d. Thus d is the g. c. d.

of x and y.

Proposition 3.2. Let R be a noetherian integral domain with the property

that every finitely generated projective R-module is free. Then a necessary and

sufficient condition that R be a unique factorization domain is that hdR £/(x, y)

g2 for every pair of elements x, y^R.

Proof. Consider the exact sequence

(1) 0-> E-> F-^> (x, y)^0

where F is free on two generators zx, z2 and g is defined by g(zi) =x, g(zj) =y.

Then K = {nzi+riz2 \ rxx+r2y = 0}. 11 is clear that K « (x) C\ (y).

Now, if hdij £/(x, y)g2, then hdB (x, y)gl, so that K is projective,

hence free due to our assumption about E. Thus (x)C\(y) is a free ideal in £

and must therefore be principal. Thus the condition is sufficient.

Conversely, if £ is a unique factorization domain, then (x)f~\(y) is prin-

cipal for all x, y(E.R- Therefore K is free and hd/j E/(x, y) g2.

Corollary 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a local integral

domain R be a unique factorization domain is that hdR R/(x, y) g2 for every

pair of elements x, yG£(3)-

(8) It is unnecessary to assume that the local ring R is an integral domain.
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Proposition 3.4. Let R be a local integral domain, and R its completion. If

R is a unique factorization domain, then so is R.

Proof. Let x, yER- We must show that hdK P/(x, y)S2. By [2, 3.2], we

know that hd# P/(x, y) = hd£ R/(x, y). Thus, if P is a unique factorization

domain, we have hd« R/(x, y)S2 and we are done.

Theorem 3.5. Every nonramified regular local ring is a unique factorization

domain.

Proof. Let P be a nonramified regular local ring. Then R is complete,

nonramified and regular. By [4, 1.8], we know that R is a unique factoriza-

tion domain and so by 3.4 we see that P is also. (This theorem is due to

Krull [7].)
We observe that this gives a new proof that every regular geometric

local ring is a unique factorization domain.
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